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Sharing theme of MYSTERY was a challenge to most of us.  Challenge leads to growth.  You will find on 
page 2 a discussion authored by Mike Goldstein elaborating how this can move our creativity to a higher 
aesthetic  level.   From day one, we begin a climb up the photographic skill ladder.  It begins with 
aperture, ISO and shutter speed,  and it continues as we master those and then engage ideas about 
composition and, then, more.   Mike argues that it is time for many of us to continue to higher rungs on 
the ladder.   Hear him out on this.   Also at the end of the newsletter is a book recommended by Mike,  
Picture This: How Pictures Work by Molly Bang.   (Note: I  have ordered one .  Paul S.) 
 
Beginning on page 3 is a sampling of the creative offerings on our theme of MYSTERY.  It is impressive.  
(The banner above uses a rendering of an image from Nancy Ridenour's June share.)  Our sharing theme 
for July is Emotions.  Included on page 2 is a list of possible human emotions for your  July theme.   
 
We also discussed gathering in June for small group demonstrations such as focus stacking using focus 
peaking in a mirrorless camera body, and using an alternative approach in DSLR bodies.  Watch for 
details in your email.  The likely location is the Cornell Botanic Gardens.   
 
 

Next Meeting: 

Thursday, July 2 at 7:30 PM 

Until further notice, CNP meetings be 

be using Zoom. See email for details. 
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Over the last few years, most of us have gotten much better at representationalist (i.e. completely 
realistic and objective) photography. Their technical and compositional skills have improved. However, I 
don’t think we have been challenging ourselves as artists. When sharing our photos at meetings, we 
never ask the question, how did you feel when you saw the scene and how does your photograph 
capture that feeling? 
 
That’s why we went with “mystery” this month. There are layers of meaning to be explored that go far 
beyond the objective content of the pixels, and it’s worth exploring that. “Mystery” is a good start, as 
many photographers have grappled with the concept and written about it. Eventually we should do 
assignments on emotion and abstraction. These are important, though challenging, aspects of nature 
photography. 
 
With mystery, we are trying to communicate something of our experience of a scene. That means going 
beyond simply representing, with a photo, what was actually there. 
 
Mystery does not simply mean “unknown”.  It’s not just confusion, either.  It’s partially a state of 
suspense, of tension, of wanting to know something beyond what we see. Mystery is a human quality, 
with emotional content, that we bring to a scene. 
 
It’s related to awe and wonder, as when we encounter a natural scene and think 
“How did this thing happen?” 
 
So how is this conveyed in an image?  Shadow, selective focus, and blur can all contribute to a hint of 
what lies beyond. Subtracting elements can deepen a sense of mystery, all the way to pure abstractions 
and metaphorical representations in images.  
 
Here are some possible emotions to consider as a theme: 
 

AWE  COMFORT  WONDER  SADNESS 
 
JOY  ANTICIPATION  FRIENDSHIP  SHAME 
 
KINDNESS LOVE   SHYNESS  HELPLESSNESS 
 
ANXIETY CONFUSION  CRAVING  EMPATHY 
 
ROMANCE SENSUALITY  PRIDE   TENDERNESS 
 
PEACE 

 
There are many more to explore.  Any suggestions? 
 
 

Conveying Emotional Response by Michael Goldstein 
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Devan Accardo opened our 

sharing with this photo.   

Looks a bit like the little 

umbrella in a tropical 

cocktail.  No.   Is this an 

umbrella?  No, that's close.  

It's the thatched roof of a 

safari lodge from inside 

looking up.  Lots of 

symmetry but the sense of 

scale is not obvious.  Neat! 

A  mystery can be "what is 

this", or it can be "what  

past is buried here"? 

 

 

Cindy Massicci offered a 

mysterious view of window at 

an abandoned house.   The back 

of the house has collapsed so 

the distant trees create a stark 

format. The left side of the 

window has a curtain with a 

floral print, and the right side is 

the  tattered remnants of lace.   

Are there stories of better times 

that are dim memories now?  

This mystery is about the past. 
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Brian Chabot challenged our 

understanding what we were 

seeing.   At first, we wonder 

about the scale.  Is it some 

volcanic ooze?  Maybe, but 

no, it seems more organic.  

The brownish color is a clue.  

It is a burl on a much larger 

tree trunk.   

If you question the idea that it 

is  cooled lava, look at the 

edited version in the 

Lightroom  preset called B&W 

Punch. 

 

Absent the subtle color clue, 

the mystery is a bit higher.    

We will see more examples of 

how monochromic  editing 

builds mystery. 
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Mike Goldstein offered a continuation of the black 

and white approach with this mysterious view of 

the McGraw Tower  with the full moon rising in 

the east.  The wispy clouds add a huge boost to 

the overall mood.   You can even see (if you 

enlarge the image) that it was made at 7:13 am.   

There is a huge amount of planning to be in the 

right place at the right time.   If you think the 

moon is stationary in the sky, go out and try to do 

this.   Add to that some luck with the weather.   It 

is not a trivial accomplishment. 

 

 

 

Don Tennant  used the mystery of a foggy seaside 

morning to convey a lovely mood.   There is an elegant 

sailboat in the foreground and  shadowy forms of other 

distant boats .  It is a soft and gentle morning scene that 

suggests  the soft putter of an invisible lobster boat 

somewhere nearby.  This is why people flock to the New 

England coast each summer. 
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The mystery in Ken Hill's 

photo is about the human 

scene unfolding.  What is the 

man framed in the doorway 

experiencing?   There seem to 

be some heavy emotions 

present.   Ken had to be fast to 

get the moment and move on 

before he was spotted.   This is 

an excellent example of street 

photography. 

Some suggested trying this in 

black and white. 

 

 

 

 

 

Kathy Rasmussen offered a 

confusing image.  What are 

we seeing?  The tree  seems 

to be upside down.  There  is 

a subtle clue in the back- 

ground.  Those are clouds.  

Wait!  It is a reflection of tree 

and sky.   Had to be a dead 

calm morning.  Clever. 
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Eugene Kolomatsky  sent us what 

appears to be a layered image of 

flowers with a haunting image of 

a woman beneath.  Is it Marilyn 

Monroe?   It seems to be recalling 

sweet memories of past days.   

That's just conjecture.  What is 

the message?  We need an 

explanation of the mystery.  

Maybe it depends on who the 

lady is. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Jim Lassoie  was 

following the un- 

known history of an 

abandoned house.   

Cindy did this looking 

thru a window,  and 

Jim took a wider 

view.  Who gathered 

the field stones and 

labored the days to 

build this?  How did it 

come to be lost. 

Some mysteries we 

will never unravel. 
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Pat McNally  

showed us the 

ominous feeling 

when the sky 

turns threatening.  

This is the Isle of 

Shoals at the 

boundary of  New 

Hampshire and 

Maine.  Adding to 

the feeling is the 

history of a grisly 

double murder 

there in 1863.   

 

 

Nancy Ridenour  

offered a strange 

object that took 

viewers a while to  

digest, well to   

see.  It is a 

skeletal "Buzz 

Fish".  Like a 

puffer fish, the 

thorns make it 

hard to swallow.  

So, mystery takes 

another 

definition.   
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Our longtime member Peter 
Thomas is now retired and 
living in Florida.  He sent us 
this image that is hard to 
explain.  We are told it is not 
ice, not a mirror,  but 
something  like an oil slick on 
a wetland.   It seems other-
worldly.  The plates  seem to 
contain swirling clouds.  Yes, 
a mystery to our eyes.  Any 
hints, Peter? 
 
 
 
 
Finally,  Kathy Rasmussen  
introduced the fine art photos of her brother, Tom Maher.  A 
sampling of his work offers insights into images that intrigue and 
challenge the viewers understanding.  Here are examples.   

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Each is an object.   Intriguing.  
 
Thanks to everyone for their contributions. 
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To gain some insight into how shapes and colors convey emotions, take a look at Molly Bang’s book, 

Picture This: How Pictures Work.  In Molly’s words, 

from https://www.mollybang.com/Pages/picture.html:  "Picture This explores one basic question about 

how we see things: How and why do structural elements affect our feelings? The book is a ground for 

understanding this aspect of visual art and for and making it.”  Molly is an award-winning children's 

book illustrator and author. 

Here’s a link to the book at Amazon:  https://www.amazon.com/Picture-This-Pictures-Graphic-

Design/dp/1452151997/ref=dp_ob_title_bk and they have used copies available too.  There are many 

used copies available for under $10: 

 https://used.addall.com/SuperRare/RefineExact.html?id=200604201639945347&order=PRICE&orderin

g=ASC&dispCurr=USD&exaAuthor=Molly+Bang&match=Y&exaTitle=Picture+This:+How+Pictures+Work+ 

Here is a video of her book that is part of a graphic design class lecture.  It’s a good way to see most of 

the book for free: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mwmw3bbhqJc 

 

Please Note 
  

Membership is $20 for new and 
existing members. For existing 
members, it is due in September. 
You may pay at our next meeting, 
or, if preferred, you can mail it to 
Nancy Ridenour at 346 Warren 
Road, Ithaca, NY 14850. Thank 
you. 
 

 
 
Membership is $20, due each 
currently. You may pay at our next 
meeting, or, if preferred, you mail 
it to Nancy Ridenour at 346 
Warren Road, Ithaca, NY 14850.  
 

  
Thank you! 
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Additional Resources by Michael Goldstein 

https://www.mollybang.com/Pages/picture.html
https://www.amazon.com/Picture-This-Pictures-Graphic-Design/dp/1452151997/ref=dp_ob_title_bk
https://www.amazon.com/Picture-This-Pictures-Graphic-Design/dp/1452151997/ref=dp_ob_title_bk
https://used.addall.com/SuperRare/RefineExact.html?id=200604201639945347&order=PRICE&ordering=ASC&dispCurr=USD&exaAuthor=Molly+Bang&match=Y&exaTitle=Picture+This:+How+Pictures+Work+
https://used.addall.com/SuperRare/RefineExact.html?id=200604201639945347&order=PRICE&ordering=ASC&dispCurr=USD&exaAuthor=Molly+Bang&match=Y&exaTitle=Picture+This:+How+Pictures+Work+
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mwmw3bbhqJc

